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CHALLENGE
 

•The dusts produced in a feed mill are 
   explosive and require explosion venting. 

•The installation of the ducting was a 
   challenge due to the nature of the 
   building with several floors and tight
   areas.
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A local feed mill contacted Eurovac with a need for a vacuum system to clean 
their facility.  The dusts produced are explosive in nature and the system 
designed required explosion venting, bag in bag out filters and a rotary air lock 
for dumping the dust.  The system also has pulse cleaning on the filters and a 
shaker on the cone to ensure all the dust makes it to the bottom of the system.  
Ducting was plumbed through the facility with vacuum ports at convenient 
locations for a safe, efficient method of keeping the facility clean.

IMPACT

•After the system was installed the       
   workers moral improved as the facility  
   was much cleaner and do so in a safe  
   manner. 

•The customer was satisfied as the 
   system met the needs while dealing       
   with the sensitive nature of the 
  explosive dusts.

SOLUTION

•Designed a system with explosion venting,      
  bag in, bag out filters so the workers are
  not exposed to the dusts and a shaker on
  the cone to ensure all dusts make the rotary    
  air lock.

• An engineered ducting system with 
   graduated galvanized (anti-static) ducting  
   was provided through the facility at 
   locations requested by the customer.

•A cleaning package with 1 1/2” x 25’ hose, 
  wand, 14” floor tool and crevice tools were    
  provided where the technician can plug the  
  hose in at the locations selected and safely  
  clean the facility.  


































